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Most of the current algorithms for mining association rules assume that two object subdescriptions are
similar when they are exactly equal, but in many real world problems some other similarity functions are
used. Commonly these algorithms are divided in two steps: Frequent pattern mining and generation of
interesting association rules from frequent patterns. In this work, two algorithms for mining frequent
similar patterns using similarity functions different from the equality are proposed. Additionally, the Gen-
Rules Algorithm is adapted to generate interesting association rules from frequent similar patterns.
Experimental results show that our algorithms are more effective and obtain better quality patterns than
the existing ones.
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1. Introduction

Association Rule Mining (Agrawal, Imielinski, & Swami, 1993) is
an important task for Knowledge Discovery in Data. It has been
used for marketing (Wong, Zhou, Yang, & Yeung, 2005; Yunyan &
Juan, 2010), crime analysis (Leong, Chan, Ng, & Shiu, 2008), intru-
sion detection (Ertoz et al., 2004), fraud detection (Sánchez, Vila,
Cerda, & Serrano, 2009), disease diagnostic or analysis (Chaves,
Ramrez, & Grriz, 2012, 2013; Dua, Singh, & Thompson, 2009;
Nahar, Imam, Tickle, & Chen, 2013; Patil, Joshi, & Toshniwal,
2010), etc. Association rule mining consists in finding interesting
‘‘if-then’’ rules between feature value combinations in a dataset.
An association rule X ? Y, where X and Y are combinations of fea-
ture values (patterns), means that if X appears in an object then Y
also appears in the same object. Commonly an association rule is
considered interesting if its frequency and confidence are not less
than user-specified frequency and confidence thresholds. The fre-
quency of a rule X ? Y is the frequency of the pattern XY in a data-
set X; and its confidence is the fraction of objects in the dataset in
which if X appears then Y also appears. Association rule mining
consists of two fundamental steps: (I) Search of frequent patterns
(patterns with frequency not less than a frequency threshold);
(II) Construction of association rules from frequent patterns.

The first step (also called frequent pattern mining) is very
important by itself because regularities (patterns) in data are dis-
covered, and depending on the application these patterns could
represent user profiles, modus operandi, common syndromes, risk
factors, etc., in areas such as Marketing, Bioinformatics, Medicine,
Network security, and others (Alatas, Akin, & Karci, 2008; Hu, Sung,
Xiong, & Fu, 2008; Kalpana & Nadarajan, 2008; LaRosa, Xiong, &
Mandelberg, 2008; Lopez, Blanco, Garcia, Cano, & Marin, 2008;
Xin & Zhi-Hong, 2010; Li & Deng, 2010). Moreover, frequent pat-
terns play an essential role into some methods of other data min-
ing tasks like classification (Hernández-León, Carrasco-Ochoa,
Martínez-Trinidad, & Hernández-Palancar, 2012; Nahar et al.,
2013; Nguyen, Vo, Hong, & Thanh, 2012) and clustering (Malik,
Kender, Fradkin, & Moerchen, 2010).

What does a frequent pattern mean? It means that the same
feature value combination occurs a certain number of times in
the dataset. For example, given the dataset described by numerical
and not numerical features (mixed data) shown in Table 1, assum-
ing 0.6 as frequency threshold and 0.9 as confidence threshold, the
only frequent combination of feature values is (Married = No)
which appears 4 times in the 6 objects of the dataset; and there
are no interesting association rules.

The concept of similarity or its opposite, the concept of dissim-
ilarity (not necessarily a distance) is a natural tool commonly used
in soft sciences to make decisions (Geology Gómez, Rodríguez,
Valladares, & Ruiz-Shulcloper, 1994, Medicine Ortiz-Posadas,
Vega-Alvarado, & Toni, 2009, Sociology Ruiz-Shulcloper & Fuen-
tes-Rodríguez, 1981, etc.). If a similarity function different from
the equality is employed, a frequent pattern, also called frequent
similar pattern (Rodríguez-González, Martínez-Trinidad, Carrasco-
Ochoa, & Ruiz-Shulcloper, 2008), is a combination of feature values
of the study objects, such that, the similarity accumulation of its
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Table 1
Example of a mixed dataset.

X Age Car Married

O1 23 Compact No
O2 25 Big No
O3 25 Medium No
O4 29 Medium No
O5 34 Big Yes
O6 38 Fancy Yes
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similar patterns is not less than an user-specified frequency
threshold.

Considering the last frequent similar pattern definition and sup-
posing that: (I) two ages are similar if the absolute value of their
difference is at most 5 years; and (II) compact cars are similar to
medium cars, medium cars are similar to big cars; big cars are sim-
ilar to fancy cars; then the frequent similar patterns and the inter-
esting association rules mined from Table 1 as well as their
frequency and confidence values would be those shown in Table 2.

As it can be noticed, the use of a similarity function different
from the equality (between feature values and object descriptions)
produces frequent patterns and interesting association rules which
are hidden for algorithms that use the equality as similarity
function.

Preliminar results of this paper were presented in Rodríguez-
González et al. (2008). In the present work, we focused on associ-
ation rule mining using similarity functions on mixed data. This
process is divided in two steps: (I) frequent similar pattern mining;
(II) generation of interesting association rules from frequent simi-
lar patterns. For the first step we propose two algorithms: One for
similarity functions that hold the f-downward closure property and
other for similarity functions that do not hold this property. For the
second step we propose an adaptation of the GenRules Algorithm
(Agrawal & Srikant, 1994). The main differences of this paper with
the conference paper are that here (I) we formalize and proof the
properties in which our frequent similar pattern mining algorithms
are based, (II) we evaluate the quality of the mined patterns, and
(III) we propose an adaptation of the GenRules Algorithm (Agrawal
& Srikant, 1994) for computing association rules from frequent
similar patterns.

It is important to highlight that in Rodríguez-González,
Martínez-Trinidad, Carrasco-Ochoa, and Ruiz-Shulcloper (2011) a
Table 2
Frequent similar patterns and interesting association rules.

Frequent similar patterns Frequency

(Age = 25) 0.66
(Age = 29) 0.66
(Car = Medium) 0.83
(Car = Big) 0.83
(Married = No) 0.66
(Age = 25,Car = Medium) 0.66
(Age = 29,Car = Medium) 0.66
(Age = 25,Married = No) 0.66
(Car = Medium,Married = No) 0.66
(Age = 25,Car = Medium,Married = No) 0.66

Interesting association rules Confidence
(Age = 25) ? (Car = Medium) 1
(Age = 29) ? (Car = Medium) 1
(Age = 25) ? (Married = No) 1
(Married = No) ? (Age = 25) 1
(Car = Medium) ? (Married = No) 0.8
(Age = 25) ? (Car = Medium,Married = No) 1
(Age = 25,Car = Medium) ? (Married = No) 1
(Age = 25,Married = No) ? (Car = Medium) 1
(Car = Medium,Married = No) ? (Age = 25) 1
(Married = No) ? (Age = 25,Car = Medium) 1
frequent similar pattern mining algorithm (called RP-Miner) for
Boolean similarity functions that does not meet the Downward Clo-
sure property was proposed. Even though the experimental results
reported in Rodríguez-González et al. (2011) show that RP-Miner is
more efficient than the algorithm proposed in this paper for similar-
ity functions that does not fulfill the Downward Closure property
(STreeNDC-Miner) and more effective than the algorithm proposed
in this paper for similarity functions that fulfill the Downward Clo-
sure property (STreeDC-Miner). In Rodríguez-González et al. (2011)
it is also shown that in those problems where we know that the sim-
ilarity function fulfills the Downward Closure property, STreeDC-
Miner is faster that RP-Miner. While in those problems where we
know that the similarity function does not fulfill the Downward Clo-
sure property STreeNDC-Miner finds all the patterns while RP-Miner
finds only a subset. Therefore the algorithms proposed in this paper
constitute an alternative to those cases where RP-Miner does not
provide good results. Therefore, the results presented in this paper
complete the study of algorithms for mining frequent similar pat-
terns on mixed data using Boolean similarity functions different
from the equality.

The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 related works
are reviewed. Section 3 provides basic concepts. Section 4 de-
scribes the proposed similar frequent pattern mining algorithms.
In Section 5 we adapt the GenRules Algorithm for computing asso-
ciation rules from frequent similar patterns. Finally, in Sections 6
and 7 experimental results and conclusions are respectively
exposed.

2. Related work

ObjectMinerDánger, Ruiz-Shulcloper, and Berlanga (2004) was
the first algorithm that used similarity functions for mining fre-
quent patterns. In order to allow pruning the search space of fre-
quent similar patterns, this algorithm was designed for similarity
functions that hold: if two objects are not similar with respect to
a feature set S then they are not similar with respect to any super-
set of S. ObjectMiner was inspired in the Apriori Algorithm (Agrawal
& Srikant, 1994). It works following a breadth first search strategy:
first, for each feature, all frequent similar values (frequent similar
subdescriptions with only one feature), are determined. Combining
frequent similar patterns of length 1, candidates to frequent simi-
lar patterns of length 2 are obtained. Afterwards, for each pair (Pi,-
Pj) of frequent similar subdescriptions with k � 1 features, found in
the iteration k � 1, if Pi and Pj have a common subdescription with
k � 2 features, they are combined in order to create a new candi-
date subdescription P⁄ with k features (see Fig. 1). In this step,
for each pair (Pi,Pj) of frequent similar subdescriptions with k � 1
features and a common subdescription with k � 2 features, the
next process is done:

� The combination P⁄ is obtained from Pi and Pj.
� A set of candidates similar to P⁄ is obtained intersecting the set

of subdescriptions similar to Pi and the set of subdescriptions
similar to Pj.
� From the set of candidates, a set of subdescriptions similar to P⁄

is obtained.
� The frequency of P⁄ is computed in the dataset.
Fig. 1. Combination of subdescriptions with k � 1 features into subdescriptions
with k features.
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� If the frequency of P⁄ is greater than or equal to minFreq then P⁄

is a frequent similar subdescription.

This process finishes when an iteration does not produce any
frequent similar subdescription with k features.

The main weakness of ObjectMiner is that although descriptions
or subdescriptions of objects are usually repeated in the datasets, it
does not use this fact in order to reduce the number of operations
on subsequent steps. For this reason, the similarity between repe-
titions of the same subdescription are computed, causing an addi-
tional and unnecessary computational effort. Also, storing the set
of similar subdescriptions (including its repetitions) for each fre-
quent subdescription affects the performance of ObjectMiner when
it processes datasets with many objects.

In Dánger et al. (2004) it was shown that the use of similarity
functions different from the equality for computing the frequency
of feature value combinations allows to find frequent patterns hid-
den when the equality is used as similarity function. Also, in Dánger
et al. (2004), interesting association rules obtained from frequent
similar patterns, are shown. However, no algorithm for generating
interesting association rules is presented in Dánger et al. (2004).

For generating interesting association rules from frequent pat-
terns in Agrawal and Srikant (1994) the GenRules algorithm was
proposed. The GenRules algorithm consists in generating for each
frequent pattern all possible rules by separating the features in
the frequent pattern in two disjoint subsets, and verifying if the
confidence of the rules are greater than or equal to a specified min-
imum confidence threshold.

In Agrawal and Srikant (1994) a fast algorithm for generating
interesting association rules from frequent patterns is described.
This algorithm is based on the following property. For each frequent
pattern, if the confidence of the rule X ? Y obtained by separating its
features in two disjoint subsets is less than a specified minimum
confidence threshold, then the confidence of all rule X � Z ? YZ,
where Z is a subpattern of X, is also less than the specified minimum
threshold. As a consequence of this property, if a rule X ? Y is not
interesting then all rules X � Z ? YZ, where Z is a subpattern of X,
are also not interesting, and it is not necessary verifying their confi-
dence. In the fast algorithm, for each frequent pattern, first all rules
with only one feature in the consequent and the remaining features
in the antecedent, are generated. Later, for each rule, the features of
the antecedent are recursively moved to the consequent and thus
new rules are generated, until the confidence of the rule become less
than the minimum confidence threshold.

Other algorithms for generating interesting association rules
from frequent patterns have been reported in the literature, how-
ever they are designed for specific kinds of associations rules or
domains (Ayubi, Muyeba, Baraani, & Keane, 2009; Chen & Wei,
2000; Choi & Hyun, 2010; Li-Min, Shu-Jing, & Don-Lin, 2010;
Ya-Han & Yen-Liang, 2006).

3. Basic concepts

Let X = {O1,O2, . . . ,On} be a dataset. Each object O is described by
a set of features R = {r1,r2, . . . ,rm} and represented as a tuple (v1,
v2, . . . ,vm) where vi 2 Di (Di is the domain of the feature ri)
(1 6 i 6m). A subdescription of an object O for a subset of features
S # R denoted as IS(O), is the description of O in terms of the fea-
tures in S; O[r] denotes the value of O in the feature r 2 R; and
fS(O,O0) denotes the similarity between O and O0 using their
subdescriptions IS(O) and IS(O0) respectively (Martínez-Trinidad,
Ruiz-Shulcloper, & Lazo-Cortés, 2000). Given two subdescriptions
IS(O),IS(O0), with O,O0 2X,fS(O,O0) = 1 means that O is similar to O0

with respect to S and fS(O,O0) = 0 means that O is not similar to O0

with respect to S. Two examples of similarity functions that depend
on a feature set S are:
fSðO;O0Þ ¼
1 if 8r 2 S;CrðO½r�;O0½r�Þ ¼ 1
0 otherwise

(
ð1Þ

fSðO;O0Þ ¼
1 if jfr2SjCrðO½r�;O0 ½r�Þ¼1gj

jSj P a

0 otherwise

(
ð2Þ

where Cr : Dr � Dr ? {0,1} is a comparison function between values
of the feature r, and a 2 [0,1]. Two examples of comparison func-
tions are:

Crðx; yÞ ¼
1 if x ¼ y

0 otherwise

�
ð3Þ

Crðx; yÞ ¼
1 if jx� yj 6 e where e 2 Rþ

0 otherwise

�
ð4Þ

Let IS(O) be a subdescription, O 2X,S # R, S – ; and f be a sim-
ilarity function that depends on a feature set S; then the frequency
of IS(O) in X for f is defined as:

fS � freqðOÞ ¼ jfO
0 2 X jfSðO;O0Þ ¼ 1gj

jXj ð5Þ

We say that IS(O) is a f-frequent subdescription in X, also called fre-
quent similar pattern, if its frequency is not less than a frequency
threshold minFreq.

In this context, an association rule is an expression X ? Y where
X ¼ IS1 ðOÞ and Y ¼ IS2 ðOÞ, such that O 2X, S1,S2 � R,S1 – ;,S2 – ;
and S1 \ S2 = ;. Let X ? Y be an association rule, X ¼ IS1 ðOÞ and
Y ¼ IS2 ðOÞ and let f be a similarity function that depends on a fea-
ture set S; the confidence of X ? Y in X for f is defined as:

fS � conf ðIS1 ðOÞ ! IS2 ðOÞÞ ¼
fS1[S2 � freqðOÞ

fS1 � freqðOÞ ð6Þ

We say that X ? Y, where X ¼ IS1 ðOÞ and Y ¼ IS2 ðOÞ; S1 – ;; S2

– ;; S1 \ S2 ¼ ;, is an interesting association rule if its confidence
is not less than a confidence threshold minConf, and IS1[S2 ðOÞ is a
frequent similar pattern.

Given a dataset of objects X, described by a set of features R, a
similarity function f that depends on a feature set S, and a fre-
quency threshold minFreq, the frequent similar pattern mining
problem consists in finding all frequent similar patterns in X. If
a confidence threshold minConf is also given, the association rule
mining problem using a similarity function consists in finding
all interesting association rules from the frequent similar patterns
in X.
4. Frequent similar pattern mining

The downward closure property has been used in frequent
itemset mining for pruning the search space (Agrawal & Srikant,
1994). This property ensures that all supersets of a non-frequent
itemset are also non-frequent itemsets. An analogous downward
closure property, for mining frequent similar patterns, can be ex-
pressed as follows: all superdescriptions of a non-f-frequent sub-
description are also non-f-frequent subdescriptions. We call
f-downward closure property to this property.

Given a dataset of objects X and a similarity function f that de-
pends on a feature set S:

Definition 1 (Monotonic similarity function). f is non increasing
monotonic iff "O,O0,S1, S2; O;O0 2 X; ;– S1 # S2 # R½fS1 ðO;O

0Þ ¼ 0�
) ½fS2 ðO;O

0Þ ¼ 0�.

The similarity function (1) is an example of non increasing
monotonic similarity function.
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Property 1 (Monotony of the frequency). f fulfills the monotony of
the frequency iff "O,S1, S2; O 2 X½;– S1 # S2 # R� ) ½fS1 � freqðOÞP
fS2 � freqðOÞ�.
Property 2 (f-downward closure). f fulfills the f-downward closure
iff "O,S1,S2; O 2X; ;– S1 # S2 # R ½fS1 � freqðOÞ < minFreq� )
½fS2 � freqðOÞ < minFreq�.

However, the f-downward closure property, unlike the down-
ward closure property for frequent itemset mining, is not always
true, because its fulfillment depends on the monotony of the fre-
quency, which also depends on the monotony of the similarity
function. These dependencies can be expressed as:

Proposition 1. If f is a non increasing monotonic similarity function,
then f fulfills the monotony of the frequency.

Proof. If f is a non increasing monotonic similarity function then
"O,O0,S1,S2; O,O0 2X ;– S1 # S2 # R ½fS1 ðO;O

0Þ ¼ 0� ) ½fS2

ðO;O0Þ ¼ 0�. Therefore, "O,O0,S1,S2; O,O0 2 X:

½;– S1 # S2 # R� ) ½½fS2 ðO;O
0Þ ¼ 1� ) ½fS1 ðO;O

0Þ ¼ 1�� ð7Þ

then, "O,S1,S2; O 2X:

½;– S1 # S2 # R� ) ½fO0 2 X jfS1 ðO;O
0Þ ¼ 1g � fO0

2 X jfS2 ðO;O
0Þ ¼ 1g� ð8Þ

and

½;– S1 #S2 #R�) jfO0 2X jfS1 ðO;O
0Þ ¼1gj

jXj P
jfO0 2X jfS2 ðO;O

0Þ ¼1gj
jXj

� �
ð9Þ

Thus, 8O; S1; S2; O 2 X½;– S1 # S2 # R� ) ½fS1 � freqðOÞP fS2 � freqðOÞ� h
Proposition 2. If f fulfills the monotony of the frequency, then f fulfills
the f-downward closure.
Proof. If f fulfills the Monotony of the frequency then "O,S1, S2;
O 2 X½;– S1 # S2 # R� ) ½fS1 � freqðOÞP fS2 � freqðOÞ�. Therefore,
"O,S1,S2; O 2X:

½;– S1 # S2 # R� ) ½½minFreq > fS1 � freqðOÞ� () ½minFreq

> fS2 � freqðOÞ�� ð10Þ

Thus, "O,S1,S2; O 2X; ; – S1 # S2 # R½fS1 � freqðOÞ < minFreq� )
½fS2 � freqðOÞ < minFreq�. h
Proposition 3. If f is a non increasing monotonic similarity function,
then f satisfies the f-downward closure.
Proof. Based on Propositions 1 and 2 the proof is immediate. h

In frequent itemset mining, all supersets of a non-frequent
itemset are pruned. However, in frequent similar pattern mining
although the superdescriptions of the non-frequent similar patters
are non-frequent similar patters, some superdescriptions of the
non-frequent similar patters can be similar to the frequent similar
patterns. Consequently, these superdescriptions of the non-fre-
quent similar patters contribute to the frequency of the frequent
similar patterns. Therefore these superdescriptions can not be
pruned.

Then non-prunable and prunable patterns are defined.
Definition 2 (f-non-prunable pattern). Given a similarity function
f, that depends on a feature set S, a subdescription IS(O) is a f-non-
prunable pattern if IS(O) is a f-frequent subdescription or it
contributes to the frequency of a f-frequent subdescription IS(O0)
(i.e, fS(O0,O) = 1); IS(O0) – IS(O).

In contraposition, a subdescription IS(O) is a f-prunable pattern if
fS � freq(O) < minFreq and "O0; O0 2X;IS(O0) – IS(O) [fS � freq(O0) P
minFreq]) [fS(O0,O) = 0].

Proposition 4. If f is a non increasing monotonic similarity function
and a subdescription IS(O) is a f-prunable pattern, then all superde-
scriptions IS0 ðOÞ are f-prunable patterns.

Proof. if IS(O) is a f-prunable pattern, then

fS � freqðOÞ < minFreq ð11Þ

and

8O0; O0 2 X; ISðO0Þ– ISðOÞ
½fS � freqðO0ÞP minFreq� ) ½fSðO0;OÞ ¼ 0�

ð12Þ

By the hypothesis and the Proposition 3, f fulfills the f-downward
closure. So, based in (11) we have

8S0; S # S0 # R½fS � freqðOÞ < minFreq� ) ½fS0 � freqðOÞ
< minFreq� ð13Þ

From the non increasing monotony of the similarity function f and
(12):

8O0; S0; O0 2 X; S # S0 # R; ISðO0Þ– ISðOÞ
½fS � freqðO0ÞP minFreq� ) ½fS0 ðO0;OÞ ¼ fSðO0;OÞ ¼ 0�

ð14Þ

In addition, it is obvious that:

8O0; S0; O0 2 X; S # S0 # R

½ISðO0Þ– ISðOÞ� ) ½IS0 ðO0Þ – IS0 ðOÞ�
ð15Þ

Therefore, from (14) and (15):

8O0; O0 2 X; IS0 ðO0Þ– IS0 ðOÞ
½fS0 � freqðO0ÞP minFreq� ) ½fS0 ðO0;OÞ ¼ 0�

ð16Þ

Finally, from (13) and (16) we obtain that "S0;S # S0 # R:

fS0 � freqðOÞ < minFreq

and

8O0; O0 2 X; IS0 ðO0Þ– IS0 ðOÞ
½fS0 � freqðO0ÞP minFreq� ) ½fS0 ðO0;OÞ ¼ 0�

That is, all superdesdriptions of a f-prunable pattern IS(O) are f-pru-
nable patterns. h

Notice that, f-prunable patterns neither are frequent similar pat-
terns, nor contribute to the frequency of any frequent similar pattern.
Additionally, from the Proposition 4, all superdesdriptions of a f-pru-
nable pattern are not frequent similar patterns. Therefore, all f-pruna-
ble patterns can be pruned without losing frequent similar patterns.

The universe of all similarity functions can be divided in two sub-
sets; the subset of similarity functions that hold the f-downward clo-
sure property, and the subset of similarity functions that do not hold
it. In the following subsections we propose an algorithm for mining
frequent similar patterns for each one of these subsets.

4.1. STreeDC-Miner algorithm

In this section, we introduce the STreeDC-Miner algorithm for
mining frequent similar patterns when the similarity function
holds the f-downward closure property.
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The f-downward closure property ensures that superdescrip-
tions of non-frequent subdescriptions are non-frequent subde-
scriptions, and we use this property to prune the feature
combination space during the search of frequent similar patterns.

Let � be a linear order in R. We can obtain all possible expan-
sion of ;, by means of consecutive direct expansions, where a direct
expansion of S # R is defined as Ŝ ¼ S [ frg; r 2 R� S;8r0 2 S; r0 � r
such that the number of f-frequent subdescriptions with respect
to S is greater than zero or S = ;. For each expansion Ŝ, the f-fre-
quent subdescriptions regarding Ŝ can be obtained. The proposed
algorithm, named STreeDC-Miner, follows this expansion process
for discovering all frequent similar patterns.

In order to search the f-frequent subdescriptions from each
expansion Ŝ, we build for each Ŝ a structure called STreeŜ. This
structure is a tree where each path from the root to a leaf repre-
sents a subdescription P. Each leaf contains: P.objs, the list of ob-
jects having a subdescription equal to P; P.similars, the list of
subdescriptions which are similar to P; and P.c	, the number of
occurrences of subdescriptions in the dataset, which are similar
but not equal to P. In Fig. 2(c) an example of an STree is shown.
We distinguish two cases for building an STreeŜ structure:

� jŜj ¼ 1 then all the objects in X taking into account only the fea-

ture in Ŝ, are added to STreeŜ. After that, the similarities between
all subdescriptions in STreeŜ are computed, and for each subde-

scription P̂, the list P̂:similars is updated (Algorithm 1, lines 4–
10). Let q be the number of subdescriptions in STreeŜ then the

number of similarity function evaluations is q
ðq�1Þ
2 . If q < jXj(it

means some subdescriptions in STreeŜ are repeated in X)
STreeDC-Miner avoids unnecessary similarity function evalua-
tions compared with the number of similarity function evalua-

tions between all subdescriptions respect to Ŝ in X jXj
ðjXj�1Þ
2

� �
.

For example, in a dataset with 10 000 objects, if there are only
100 different subdescriptions respect to a feature subset, we
would compute 9 900 similarity values, instead of 99 990 000.
� If jŜj > 1 then, since Ŝ ¼ S [ frg we will build STreeŜ from STreeS

as follows; for each f-non-prunable pattern P in STreeS, all
objects in P.objs are added to STreeŜ, but including the values
of r. After that, only the similarity between all subdescriptions
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in STreeŜ, such that their similarities respect to S are different
from zero are computed (this is an implication of the f-down-
ward closure property that reduces the number of similarity
function evaluations), and for each subdescription P̂ in STreeŜ,
the list P̂:similars is updated (Algorithm 1, lines 12–19).

Finally, in both cases, for each subdescription P̂ in STreexŜ; P̂:~c is
computed, the f-frequent similar patterns are obtained and the f-Pru-
nable Patterns are removed from STreeŜ (Algorithm 1, lines 20–23).

4.2. STreeNDC-Miner algorithm

Since STreeDC-Miner finds all frequent similar patterns only if
the similarity function fulfills the f-downward closure property,
in this section, we introduce the STreeNDC-Miner algorithm for
mining all frequent similar patterns when the similarity function
does not hold the f-downward closure property.

If f does not hold the f-downward closure property, then this
property can not be used for pruning the feature combination space
during the search of frequent similar patterns. Thus, an alternative is
to search the f-frequent subdescriptions for all S # R, S – ;, which
could be very computational expensive. However, the computa-
tional effort for searching all frequent similar patterns could be
reduced using a top down strategy and the STree data structure.

In order to search the frequent similar patterns in X, we will ob-
tain all possible reductions of R, by means of consecutive direct
reductions, where a direct reduction of S # R, jSj > 1 is defined as
Š = S � {r},r 2 S and " r0 2 (R � S),r0 � r. For each reduction Š, the
fS-frequent subdescriptions regarding Š are obtained. The proposed
algorithm, called STreeNDC-Miner, follows this reduction process
for discovering all frequent similar patterns.
To obtain all f-frequent subdescriptions for each subset of fea-

tures �S; STree structure is used. Thus, unnecessary similarity func-
tion evaluations are avoided. In the STree structure used by
STreeNDC-Miner for each leaf the list of objects having a subde-
scription equal to P, is substituted by (��c) the number of objects
having a subdescription equal to P.

In STreeNDC-Miner, like in STreeDC-Miner, we distinguish two
cases for building an STreeŜ structure:

� Š = R. All objects in X are added to STree�S (Algorithm 2, lines 3–
6).
� Š � R,Š = S � {r}. All subdescriptions in STreeS, are added to

STree�S discarding the values of r, as well as the number of their
repetitions in X (Algorithm 2, lines 8–12).

Finally, in both cases, the similarities between all subdescrip-
tions in STree�S are computed, for each subdescription P in STree�S,
the list P.similars is updated and the f-frequent similar patterns
are obtained (Algorithm 2, lines 13–18).

5. Generating interesting association rules

The use of similarity functions different from the equality for
computing the frequency of the subdescriptions allows to find
interesting association rules hidden when the equality is used as
similarity function. Additionally, when the equality is used instead
a similarity function different from the equality, false association
rules could be generated. A false association rule is a rule that using
the genuine similarity function to compute its frequency and its
confidence, results non interesting. These affirmations are formal-
ized and proof on the following proposition.

with Applications 40 (2013) 6823–6836



Fig. 2. Example of STreefr1 ;r2g . (a) Dataset X. (b) Similarity function and comparison functions. (c) STreefr1 ;r2g structure.

Table 3
Description of datasets.

Dataset Objects Numerical
Features

Non Numerical
Features

Car Evaluation (Car) 1728 2 5
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Proposition 5. Let f be the genuine similarity function (different from
de equality) and ��f the equality similarity function, if association rules
are mined using ��f instead f, then some association rules could be lost
and some false association rules could be generated.

Proof. Let f be the genuine similarity function (different from de
equality) and ��f the equality similarity function, then:

"; O 2X; S # R

fO0 2 Xjf��f SðO;O0Þ ¼ 1g# fO0 2 XjfSðO;O0Þ ¼ 1g ð17Þ

Because using the equality similarity function, each subdescription
IS(O) is only similar to subdescriptions identical to it; but using the
genuine similarity function different from de equality, each subde-
scription IS(O) also be similar to other subdescriptions.

Therefore, "O 2X; S # R

jfO0 2 Xjf��f SðO;O0Þ ¼ 1gj
jXj 6

jfO0 2 XjfSðO;O0Þ ¼ 1gj
jXj ð18Þ

then,

��f S � freqðOÞ 6 fS � freqðOÞ ð19Þ

In this point, for each O 2X,S,S0 # R one of the following cases
could happen 1:

1. ��f S � freqðOÞ < minFreq 6 fS � freqðOÞ or
��f S0 � freqðOÞ < minFreq 6 fS0 � freqðOÞ.
An association rule is interesting, only if the antecedent subde-
scription and the consequent subdescription are frequent similar
patterns. Therefore, when the equality similarity function is
used, the association rule ISðOÞ ! IS0 ðOÞ is not generated because
its antecedent subdescription or its consequent subdescription is
a non-frequent similar pattern. However, when the genuine sim-
ilarity function different from de equality is used, the association
1 Other cases could also happen, but the presented cases are enough to proof the
Proposition 5.
rule ISðOÞ ! IS0 ðOÞ could be generated if its confidence is greater
than or equal to minConf, because its antecedent subdescription
and its consequent subdescription are frequent similar patterns.

2. minFreq 6 ��f S � freqðOÞ < fS � freqðOÞ and minFreq 6 ��f S0 � freqðOÞ
< fS0 � freqðOÞ. In this case both subdescriptions (antecedent sub-
description and consequent subdescription) are similar frequent
patterns. Therefore, the association rule ISðOÞ ! IS0 ðOÞ is a candi-
date to be an interesting association rule, and the minimum con-
fidence threshold minConf defines if the association rule is or not
interesting.
The confidence of the association rule from the definition of con-
fidence is: for ��f
Cont
Ch

Cens
Poke
��f S � conf ðISðOÞ ! IS0 ðOÞÞ ¼
��f fS[S0g � freqðOÞ

��f S � freqðOÞ
ð20Þ
and for f
fS � conf ðISðOÞ ! IS0 ðOÞÞ ¼
ffS[S0g � freqðOÞ

fS � freqðOÞ ð21Þ
Due to (19), the numerators of ��f S-conf and fS-conf are related by the
inequation ��f fS[S0g � freqðOÞ 6 ffS[S0g � freqðOÞ and the denominators
are related by the inequation ��f S � freqðOÞ 6 fS � freqðOÞ. However
it does not exist any order relation between ��f S-conf and fS-conf
and then the following cases can be considered:
raceptive Method
oice (CMC)

1473 2 8

us (Census) 32561 6 9
r Hand (PH) 1000000 0 11
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� ��f S-conf ðISðOÞ ! IS0 ðOÞÞ < minConf 6 fS-conf ðISðOÞ ! IS0 ðOÞÞ.
In this case, the association rule ISðOÞ ! IS0 ðOÞ is not
generated.

� fS-conf ðISðOÞ ! IS0 ðOÞÞ < minConf 6 ��f S-conf ðISðOÞ ! IS0 ðOÞÞ.
In this case, the false association rule ISðOÞ ! IS0 ðOÞ is gener-
ated. The rule ISðOÞ ! IS0 ðOÞ is a false association rule
because its confidence using ��f S is greater than or equal to
minConf, but its confidence using fS is lesser than minConf.

h

In order to generate interesting association rules from frequent
similar patterns, we propose an adaptation of the algorithm pro-
posed in Agrawal and Srikant (1994) for mining interesting rules
on binary data. The adaptation (Algorithm 3) consists in generat-
ing, for each frequent similar pattern, all possible interesting asso-
ciation rules that can be obtained by separating its features in two
disjoint subsets, and verifying the interesting association rule con-
ditions defined in Section 3.
6. Experimental results
In this section, we compare STreeDC-Miner + FSP-GenRules
(STDC + GR) and STreeNDC + FSP-GenRules (STNDC + GR) algorithms
against the ObjectMiner + FSP-GenRules (ObjMiner + GR) algorithm
(provided by its authors) (Dánger et al., 2004). We conducted three
experiments. In the first experiment (Section 6.1), we evaluate the
performance of the proposed algorithms using a similarity function
that satisfies the f-downward closure property. The comparison of
the algorithms is in terms of the time needed to mine the frequent
similar patterns and interesting association rules. In the second
experiment (Section 6.2), we evaluate the proposed algorithms
using a similarity function that does not satisfy the f-downward
closure property. In this experiment, we also evaluate the perfor-
mance of the proposed algorithms, in terms of the number of fre-
quent similar patterns and interesting association rules mined by
them. In the third experiment (Section 6.3), we compare the qual-
ity of the set of frequent similar patterns obtained by each
algorithm.

Table 3 gives a description of the datasets2 used in experiments
1 and 2. The experiments were done on an PC with a Intel Core 2 Duo
processor at 2.0Ghz and 4 Gb of RAM and Ubuntu 10.04. The algo-
rithms were implemented in java.

6.1. Experiment 1

For this experiment, we used the similarity function (1), which
satisfies the f-downward closure property. For Car Evaluation, we
used the comparison function (4) with e = 2 for the features Doors
and Persons, respectively; and for the remaining features we used
2 http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets.html
the comparison function (3). For Contraceptive Method Choice, we
used the comparison function (4) with e = 5 for the feature Age
and for the remaining features we used the comparison function
(3). For Census, we used the comparison function (4) with e = 5
for the feature Age. Also, we used the comparison function (4) with
e = 1000 for the features Capital gain and Capital loss. For the
remaining features we used the comparison function (3). For Poker
Hand, we used the comparison function (3) for all features.

The frequent similar pattern mining problem consists in finding
all frequent similar patterns. Therefore, the effectiveness of an
algorithm for mining frequent similar patterns can be measured
as the number of frequent similar patterns mined by it, whereas
the efficiency can be measured as the time spent for mining the
frequent similar patterns. Analogously, the effectiveness of an
algorithm for mining interesting association rules can be measured
as the number of interesting association rules mined by it, whereas
the efficiency can be measured as the time spent for mining the
interesting association rules.
Since the similarity function used in this experiment satisfies
the f-downward closure property, the compared algorithms obtain
the same frequent similar patterns and interesting association
rules. By this reason, the effectiveness of the algorithms is the same
and therefore it was not evaluated. Thus, we only evaluated the
efficiency of the algorithms.

In Fig. 3, the execution time for mining frequent similar pat-
terns and interesting association rules in each dataset, for several
values of minFreq from 0.02 to 0.20 and minConf = 0.8, are shown.
The results of STNDC and STNDC + GR were not plotted in
Fig. 3(c), (d), (g) and (h) because the STNDC algorithm needed more
than 8 h for each one of these datasets, which is much longer than
the time needed by the other algorithms.

STDC achieved better performance for mining frequent similar
patterns than the other algorithms for all datasets, see Fig. 3. As
a consequence STDC + GR also achieved better performance for
mining interesting association rules than the other algorithms for
all datasets. In this experiment, the time needed by FSP-GenRules
to generate the interesting association rules from frequent similar
patterns was much shorter in comparison to the time needed for
mining the frequent similar patterns. The performance of STDC
and STDC + GR was much better for small values of minFreq with re-
spect to the other algorithms.

The performance for STDC was much better than the other algo-
rithms for small values of minFreq.

6.2. Experiment 2

In this experiment, the similarity function (2) with a = 0.7,
which does not satisfy the f-downward closure property, and the
same comparison functions used in the previous experiment were
used.

http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets.html


Fig. 3. Experiment results of frequent similar pattern mining and interesting association rules mining using a similarity function that fulfills the f-downward closure
property. (a), (e) Car Evaluation. (b), (f) Contraceptive Method Choice. (c), (g) Census. (d), (h) Poker Hand.
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In Fig. 4, the runtime, the number of frequent similar patterns
found, as well as the ratio between the number of frequent similar
patterns and the runtime; for several values of minFrec from 0.02 to
0.20, are shown. Analogously, in Fig. 5 the runtime, the number of
interesting association rules, and the ratio between the number of
interesting association rules and the runtime, for the same values
of minFrec and minConf = 0.8, are shown.

As in the first experiment, the results of STNDC and STNDC + GR
are not plotted for Census and Poker Hand datasets.

It is worthwhile to underline that STNDC finds all frequent sim-
ilar patterns, but ObjMiner and STDC, which assume that the sim-
ilarity function fulfills the f-downward closure property, could not
find all frequent similar patterns for this experiment. Additionally,
as it was expected, for each minFreq value, the set of frequent sim-
ilar patterns found by ObjMiner was a subset of the frequent sim-
ilar patterns set found by STDC, for all datasets. As a consequence,
the set of interesting association rules obtained by ObjMiner was a
subset of the set of interesting association rules obtained by STDC
and the set of interesting association rule obtained by STDC was
also a subset of the set of interesting association rules obtained
by STNDC.

It can be noticed that ObjMiner lost up to 92.98% frequent sim-
ilar patterns regarding all the existing frequent similar patterns
and 92.50% w.r.t. the frequent similar patterns obtained by STDC
for Contraceptive Method Choice (Fig. 4(f)) and it lost up to 98.80%
w.r.t. the frequent similar patterns obtained by STDC for Census
(Fig. 4(g)).

As a direct consequence ObjMiner also lost many interesting
association rules. ObjMiner lost up to 99.79% interesting association
rules regarding all the existing interesting association rules and
99.56% w.r.t. the interesting association rules obtained by STDC
for Contraceptive Method Choice (Fig. 5(f)) and it lost up to 99.89%
w.r.t. the interesting association rules obtained by STDC for Census
(Fig. 5(g)).

Another relevant point is that STDC and STDC + GR in most of the
cases had a better throughput, in terms of the ratio between f-fre-
quent similar patterns and runtime, only surpassed in some few
cases by STNDC and STNDC + GR respectively.



Fig. 4. Experiment results of frequent similar pattern mining using a similarity function that does not fulfill the f-downward closure property. (a), (e), (i) Car Evaluation. (b),
(f), (j) Contraceptive Method Choice. (c), (g), (k) Census. (d), (h), (l) Poker Hand.
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Fig. 5. Experiment results of interesting association rule mining using a similarity function that does not fulfill the f-downward closure property. (a), (e), (i) Car Evaluation. (b),
(f), (j) Contraceptive Method Choice. (c), (g), (k) Census. (d), (h), (l) Poker Hand.
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Table 4
Accuracy of the sets of frequent similar patterns for Car Evaluation, Contraceptive
Method Choice, Iris, Diabetes, Poker Hand and Census.

Dataset minFreq ObjMiner STDC STNDC EQ-STDC

0.10 64.86 65.96 51.01 65.43
0.11 64.86 65.96 51.01 65.43
0.12 64.86 65.96 51.01 65.43
0.13 60.52 61.01 38.91 60.14
0.14 60.52 61.01 38.91 60.14

Car Evaluation 0.15 60.52 61.01 38.91 60.14
0.16 55.59 56.08 31.31 55.65
0.17 55.59 56.08 31.31 55.65
0.18 55.59 56.08 31.31 55.65
0.19 55.39 55.77 28.61 55.39
0.20 55.39 55.77 28.61 55.39

Max accuracies 64.86 65.96 51.01 65.43
0.10 41.12 40.93 38.41 35.15
0.11 41.36 41.29 37.19 34.79
0.12 41.05 40.99 37.27 33.76
0.13 41.02 40.69 35.70 33.23
0.14 40.96 40.73 35.03 30.96

CMC 0.15 40.67 40.67 34.57 30.32
0.16 40.76 40.34 34.08 29.65
0.17 39.74 39.14 33.33 28.34
0.18 40.36 39.58 33.02 28.63
0.19 40.48 39.04 32.14 30.28
0.20 41.03 39.41 32.14 30.23

Max accuracies 41.36 41.29 38.41 35.15
0.10 92.93 93.33 93.33 66.52
0.11 92.93 93.33 93.33 66.22
0.12 92.93 93.33 93.33 65.74
0.13 91.60 91.87 92.00 65.22
0.14 91.60 91.87 92.00 65.19

Iris 0.15 91.60 91.87 92.00 64.55
0.16 91.60 91.87 92.00 64.56
0.17 89.87 90.00 90.40 63.91
0.18 89.87 90.00 90.40 63.65
0.19 89.87 90.00 90.40 63.86
0.20 89.87 90.00 90.40 63.83

Max accuracies 92.93 93.33 93.33 66.52
0.10 66.88 67.04 63.42 30.82
0.11 66.66 66.58 63.28 28.80
0.12 65.56 65.60 62.86 26.88
0.13 66.12 65.90 63.20 26.04
0.14 66.00 65.96 62.90 26.12

Diabetes 0.15 64.08 63.88 62.10 24.34
0.16 64.26 64.30 62.12 23.28
0.17 64.46 64.48 62.28 22.26
0.18 65.78 65.86 62.72 15.48
0.19 66.68 66.64 63.66 14.30
0.20 66.80 66.84 64.32 12.70

Max accuracies 66.88 67.04 64.32 30.82
0.10 9.40 9.40 – 9.40
0.11 8.18 8.18 – 8.18
0.12 7.35 7.35 – 7.35
0.13 8.91 8.91 – 8.91
0.14 9.97 9.97 – 9.97

Poker Hand 0.15 12.79 12.79 – 12.79
0.16 13.66 13.66 – 13.66
0.17 14.16 14.16 – 14.16
0.18 13.96 13.96 – 13.96
0.19 13.96 13.96 – 13.96
0.20 12.18 12.18 – 12.18

Max accuracies 14.16 14.16 – 14.16
0.10 70,20 72,13 – 70,80
0.11 70,07 71,33 – 71,40
0.12 70,07 71,33 – 71,40
0.13 69,60 70,80 – 70,87
0.14 68,47 70,07 – 70,53

Census 0.15 66,87 69,73 – 69,80
0.16 66,87 69,73 – 69,80
0.17 66,67 68,07 – 69,60
0.18 65,00 67,07 – 69,47
0.19 63,60 66,40 – 70,87
0.20 63,60 66,40 – 70,87

Max accuracies 70,20 72,13 – 71,40
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6.3. Experiment 3

As it was shown in the previous experiments, the proposed
algorithms obtain different amounts of frequent similar patterns
and interesting association rules when the similarity function does
not fulfill the f-downward closure property. Nevertheless, obtain-
ing a big set of frequent similar patterns or interesting association
rules does not necessarily imply that this set is good. For this rea-
son, it is desirable to evaluate the quality of the sets of frequent
similar patterns and interesting association rules obtained by each
algorithm. There is not a standard measure for evaluating the qual-
ity of a set of interesting association rules. However, it is feasible to
evaluate the quality of the set of frequent similar patterns obtained
by an algorithm as the accuracy that a supervised classifier reaches
when it uses this set of patterns to classify unseen objects. In this
experiment we follow this idea for comparing the quality of the set
of frequent similar patterns obtained by each algorithm.

For this experiment, we used a simple classifier based on fre-
quent similar patterns, which in the training phase obtains the
set of frequent similar patterns from each class and removes all
the frequent similar patterns that appear in more than one class,
in order to keep only patterns that represent objects from a single
class. In the classification phase, each object of the testing dataset
is classified in the class where there are more frequent similar pat-
terns, which are similar to its subdescriptions. For each dataset and
for each value of minFreq we randomly select 50% of the dataset for
training and the remaining objects for testing. This process was re-
peated 10 times and the average of the 10 results is reported. Since
STreeNDC-Miner was too slow for Poker Hand and Census datasets,
the results for these datasets are not reported. Additionally for
the Car Evaluation and Contraceptive Method Choice datasets, we in-
cluded the Iris and Diabetes datasets which have 150 and 768 ob-
jects and 4 and 8 numerical features, respectively.

For each dataset and for all the algorithms used for mining fre-
quent similar patterns, the classification was evaluated for differ-
ent values of the minFreq threshold, from 0.10 to 0.20. We use
the same similarity function used in the previous experiment with
a = 0.7, which does not satisfy the f-downward closure property. In
Table 4, we show the results.

The last column in Table 4 contains the result of the STreeDC-
Miner algorithm using the equality similarity function. The set of
frequent patterns obtained by STreeDC-Miner using the equality
function is the same set of frequent patterns obtained by classical
frequent pattern mining algorithms. Notice that, for applying a
classical frequent pattern mining algorithm the original dataset
must be transformed into a Binary dataset where each Boolean fea-
ture represents a feature value into the original dataset. From this
column, it can be seen that using the equality function, like in the
classical approach, the classification accuracy obtained by the set
of frequent patterns is lower than the classification accuracy ob-
tained by the set of frequent similar patterns obtained using the
similarity function (2) which is different from the equality. These
results are due to (I) the set of frequent patterns obtained using
the equality could be too small (the frequency of the subdescrip-
tions using the equality tends to be lesser than the frequency of
the subdescriptions using a similarity function different from the
equality), then it could be insufficient to cover new objects; (II)
the frequent patterns obtained using the equality could be too spe-
cific (new objects that contain patterns very similar to the frequent
patterns, but not identical to them, would be not covered by the
frequent patterns).

In this experiment, the classification accuracy obtained using the
frequent similar patterns obtained by STDC was the best, followed by
the accuracy obtained using the frequent similar patterns obtained
by ObjMiner, STNDC and EQ-STDC in this order. Notice that, the set
of frequent similar patterns obtained by STDC is a superset of the fre-
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quent similar patterns obtained by ObjMiner. For this reason, we can
affirm that the frequent similar patterns lost by ObjectMiner nega-
tively affect the classification accuracy i.e. those additional patterns
obtained by STreeDC-Miner contribute to get better accuracies.

STDC and ObjMiner obtained better classification accuracies
than using the frequent similar patterns obtained by STNDC. This
fact is due to the additional frequent similar patterns obtained
by STNDC are more specific (larger) than the frequent similar pat-
terns obtained by STDC and ObjMiner (remember that STDC and
ObjMiner prune large frequent similar patterns that are superde-
scription of non-frequent similar patterns, while STNDC computes
frequent similar patterns from those patterns containing all the
features to those smaller reducing the set of features). As a conse-
quence, the classifier could be overfit and its generalization capa-
bility could be reduced.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we focused on the problem of mining frequent
patterns and association rules using similarities. We introduce sev-
eral properties and proved several propositions that allow pruning
the search space of frequent similar patterns. Based on these prop-
erties and propositions an efficient data structure to store all nec-
essary information about object subdescriptions and their
similarities was introduced. Also, a novel and efficient algorithm
for mining frequent similar patterns for similarity functions that
fulfill the f-downward closure property and another algorithm
suitable for any similarity function, were proposed. Additionally
an adaptation of the GenRules algorithm to generate interesting
association rules from frequent similar patterns was proposed
and it was shown that some rules can be lost and other false rules
can arise when the equality is used instead of a similarity function
different from the equality.

The experimental results have shown that the proposed algo-
rithms have better behavior, in time and number of frequent similar
patterns and interesting association rules, than ObjectMiner. Addi-
tionally, the quality of the set of frequent similar patterns computed
by each algorithm was measured by means of a classifier. From this
experiment we conclude that, our algorithm STreeDC-Miner obtains
better frequent similar patterns than those patterns obtained by the
other algorithms. Also, it was shown that those frequent similar pat-
terns obtained using similarities different from the equality are bet-
ter than those obtained using the equality.

In those problems where we know that the similarity function
fullfills the Downward Closure property, STreeDC-Miner is faster that
RP-Miner. While in those problems where we know that the similar-
ity function does not fulfill the Downward Closure property STre-
eNDC-Miner finds all the patterns while RP-Miner finds only a
subset. Therefore the algorithms proposed in this paper constitute
an alternative to those cases where RP-Miner does not provide good
results. Therefore, the results presented in this paper complete the
study of algorithms for mining frequent similar patterns on mixed
data using Boolean similarity functions different from the equality.

As future work, reducing the set of frequent similar patterns
and association rules without losing information will be an inter-
esting and imperative research direction. Another interesting re-
search direction is mining frequent similar patterns and
association rules for non Boolean similarity functions.
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